Arrivals and departures recorded during the reporting period

The depiction and use of boundaries, geographic names, and related data shown on maps and included in this report are not warranted to be error free nor do they imply judgment on the legal status of any territory, or any endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries by IOM.

For more information or to report an alert, please contact:
- Henry Kwenin, DTM Project Coordinator: hikwenin@iom.int | +234 9038852524
- Fouad Diab, Emergency Coordinator: fdiab@iom.int | +234 9075070001

For more DTM information products: http://nigeria.iom.int/dtm

**Summary**

**Askiri/Uba (Triggers: voluntary relocation, improved security, poor living conditions):** 451 new arrivals and 40 departures were recorded in Askiri/Uba during the reporting period. These include 172 individuals (INDs) who returned to Lassa from Cameroon, 77 INDs who arrived at Uba from neighbouring wards, 126 INDs who arrived from Madagali LGA in Adamawa, 57 INDs who arrived from Taraba State, 19 INDs who arrived from Kaduna State and 40 INDs who left for other LGAs including Gwaza, Jere and Konduga.

**Bama (Trigger: voluntary relocation):** 52 INDs arrived at Bama and 11 INDs left Bama during the reporting period. These include 45 arrivals at Kasuqula, 7 arrivals at Kumshe/Ndogunu and 11 departures from Banki Camp to Dambo Road in Maiduguri M.C.

**Dambua (Triggers: voluntary relocation, poor living conditions):** 19 INDs voluntarily relocated to Dambua town from neighbouring Mafl and Wuyara wards of Dambua due to poor living conditions. 4 INDs arrived from Biu LGA.

**Gukuba (Trigger: poor living conditions):** 14 INDs arrived at Gubio during the reporting period. 7 INDs arrived from Magumeri LGA and 7 INDs arrived from Gamau ward of Gubio.

**Gwoza (Trigger: poor living conditions):** 496 INDs arrived at Gwoza during the reporting period. These include 339 INDs who returned to Madagwari ward of Maiduguri M.C., 30 INDs who arrived at Pulka/Bokko from Cameroun, 195 INDs who arrived at Wakame from Hausa ward of Maiduguri M.C., 61 INDs who arrived from Jere and 18 INDs who arrived at Gwoza town from neighbouring wards.

**Hong (Trigger: voluntary relocation):** 10 INDs arrived at Hong from Askiri ward of Askiri/Uba LGA.

**Kaga (Trigger: poor living conditions):** 4 INDs arrived at NRC Camp in Benshekesh from Bolori 2 ward of Maiduguri M.C.

**Kala/Bagle (Trigger: poor living conditions):** 140 IND arrived at Rann IDP Camp from Alende in Cameroun.

**Madagali (Triggers: attack, poor living conditions):** 222 INDs arrived at Madagali and 78 INDs left Madagali during the reporting period. These include 97 INDs who arrived at Gulak ward from Bakin Duse due to an attack in Bakin Duse, 52 INDs who arrived at Duhu/Shuwa from Cameroun, 73 INDs who arrived at the town from nearby Uvaghe village and 78 INDs who left the town for Dambua (23 INDs), Mubi-South (17 INDs) and Vapura ward of Madagali (38 INDs).

**Mafa (Trigger: poor living conditions):** 22 INDs arrived at Mafa during the reporting period. These include 20 INDs who arrived at the town from Mijigine ward of Mafa and 2 INDs who arrived from Maiduguri M.C.

**Michika (Triggers: poor living conditions, attack):** 84 INDs arrived at Michika during the reporting period. These include 33 INDs who arrived at Michika 1 from Darr A, Gulak Ward of Madagali due to an attack, 15 INDs who arrived at Jang in Michika 2 from Mumta in Mubi-North LGA, 9 INDs who arrived at Ndbala in Bazza from Dong in Numan LGA, 5 INDs who returned to Michika police station from Shelleng LGA, 9 INDs who arrived at Wurokoki from Wandani in Cameroon and 13 INDs who returned from Lamingo Jos, Plateau State.

**Monguno (Triggers: poor living conditions, military operations):** 34 INDs arrived at Monguno and 7 INDs left Monguno during the reporting period. These include 20 arrivals at Government Girls Secondary School (GGSSS) Camp from Bulabuteyie in Marta LGE, 10 arrivals at Water-Board Camp from Kekeno ward of Kukawa LGA, 4 arrivals at GSSS Camp from Kekeno ward of Kukawa and 7 INDs who left GSSS Camp for Kuswa Shani in Old Maiduguri Ward of Jere LGA.

**Mubi North (Trigger: voluntary relocation):** 3 INDs arrived at Sabon Gari, Digi ward from Humbutu ward of Maha LGA.

**Mubi South (Trigger: poor living conditions):** 17 INDs arrived at Madanya in Gude ward of Mubi-South from Bakin Duse, Gulak Ward of Madagali LGA due to an attack. 5 INDs left Madanya for Yola-North LGA, 7 INDs left Wuropatoe for Gombi LGA and 5 INDs left Sabon Gari to Ngroge, Namtari ward of Yola South LGA.

**Ngala (Triggers: voluntary relocation, poor living conditions):** 46 INDs arrived at Ngala during the reporting period. These include 23 arrivals at International School Camp from Cameroun, 20 arrivals at Boarding Primary School Camp from Cameroun and 3 arrivals at International School Camp from Lagos State.

**Note:**
- The data has been collected by DTM staff deployed at the locations listed and cross-checked with the partners present on the ground.
- The depictions of movements and local governments (LGAs) are not complete as the latest DTM Round of assessments are represented in this report.